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As a highly skilled and experienced Director ofWeb Development, I have a proven track
record of successful CMSmigrations, team development, and the launch of high-visibility
websites for campaigns. I have a passion for technology and am always eager to learn
new software stacks and take on new challenges.

I excel at building andmanaging top-performing development teams, and am known for
my ability to bring out the best in my teammembers. I have a strong ability to identify
and build short-term and long-term visions for organizations, and I am able to align my
goals and visions with those of Senior VPs.

In addition to my technical skills, I am also a strong leader andmanager with the ability
to build long-lasting relationships with top vendors in various fields. I am dedicated to
staying current with the latest trends and technologies in web development, and am
always looking for ways to improve my skills and knowledge.

ㅡ.
Skills

Qualities:

● Proven ability to
manage
development
projects and
inspire teams to
achieve success

● Self-driven and
passionate about
staying current
with the latest
technologies and
best practices

● Strong leadership
andmentorship
skills, with a focus
on integrity and
excellent
communication

Tech:

● Proficiency in Full
Stack
Development,
Adobe Creative
Suite, and various
operating systems
(MacOS, Linux,
Windows)

● Experience with
databases such as
MySQL,MongoDB,
Sanity, and SQL, as
well as the AWS
Stack

● Skilled in using
mobile-first and
responsive design
techniques,
scalable
frameworks, and
agile
methodologies

Bonus:

● Known for having a
good sense of
humor and being a
positive team
player

● Advocate for
Web3 technologies
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Experience Nielsen |Director ofWebDevelopment,
2012-Present, Remote

When promoted to Director ofWebDevelopment, I quickly establishedmyself as a leader
in creating short and long-term visions for the organization.Working with a rapidly
growing cross-functionalMarcom team, I contributed to the unification of the technology
stack and improved data capturing forMartech Science.

I successfully scaled andmanaged aworld-class development team to complete a
six-monthmigration of our existing website to a cutting-edge software stack, which
resulted in a significant increase in ourGoogle Lighthouse ranking (40% to 90%+) and
page view count. The team's efforts were recognized at the 2022WPVIP conference,
where wewere invited to speak about our work.

In addition to overseeing themigration project, I also advised on the development and
scope of numerous campaign-driven websites, including the Nielsen AnnualMarketing
Report. This year's report was the first to support amulti-lingual, A la carte experience,
which resulted in three times the lead generation of previous years, setting a newNielsen
record. Overall, my leadership, management, and problem-solving skills have been
instrumental in driving successful projects and bringing out the best in my team.

As a Principal Architect at Nielsen, I was responsible for drafting and executing the strategy
to separate the company's mobile apps, corporate websites, and AWS stacks following the
company split. I successfully led a team of developers to build a corporate website using the
latest libraries and frameworks, delivering it in record time.

I have a strong track record of hiring and building talented development teams and have
overseen several successful migrations, including themigration of Nielsen.com from an
aging CMS to the industry-standard CMS,WordPress. I utilized the latest technologies and
was instrumental in the adoption of the Gutenberg Block Editor as a new page-building
framework forWordPress.

In addition tomy role as a Principal Architect, I have also expandedmy expertise to become
a Technical Architect for SalesforceMarketing Cloud and an AWSArchitect forMarketing
Technology. My strong leadership, technical skills, and ability to stay current with the latest
technologies have been key tomy success in these roles.

As a Principal Software Developer at Nielsen, I played a key role in the development and
design of several public and internal products. My expertise in DevOps allowedme to
create AWS stacks to support the launch of careers.nielsen.com, and I also contributed to
the implementation of standards for mobile applications throughout the company.

In addition tomy technical responsibilities, I also served as the licensee and distributor for
all Apple, Amazon, and Android applications. My strong skills and expertise in software
development andDevOpswere instrumental in driving the success of these projects.

As a Senior Software Developer, I was responsible for building and developing a variety of
web applications, external websites, and campaigns. I took the initiative to audit the
company's older technology stacks and created guidelines for using newer technologies
that adhered to best practices. I also stood up AWS server environments and architected
web-based scaling solutions for demanding use cases.



In addition to these responsibilities, I also built, designed, andmaintained Nielsen's flagship
mobile apps. My strong skills in software development and ability to stay current with the
latest technologies were key tomy success in this role.

I was hired by Nielsen as a Software Developer in 2012, where I quickly made an impact by
conceiving, managing, and building internal web applications that have become a key part
of Nielsen's workflow. I also created external, public-facing websites and campaigns for the
company.My strong skills in software development and project management were
instrumental in the success of these projects.

SOE Software | Flash Developer andDesigner
2010-2011, Tampa, Florida

I designed and developed interactive Flash-based training games for voting districts in the
United States. I also designed and built websites for county election offices across the
country. In addition, I created 3D interactivemodels of votingmachines and produced
motion graphics and videos for online training and on-site filming.
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Education Art Institute | Bachelor of Fine Arts
2006 -2010, Tampa, Florida

Specialization inMedia Arts and Animation

ITIL Foundation
2017

Architecting on AWS
2020
Accelerator

McKinsey Academy
2021

Business Strategy


